Kitchen verbs: what people do in the kitchen
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verb=
doing

I

We
You

(more than one person)

(You= 1 person ) You=
more than one person)
they (more than one person)

He
She
(One person)

1.

stir

I am stirring the coffee.

You are stirring the coffee.
We are stirring the coffee.
They are stirring the coffee.

He is stirring the coffee.
She is stirring the coffee.

2.

grate

I am grating the carrot

You are grating the_____.

He is grating the_____.

3.

open

I am opening the can.

You are opening the____.

She is opening the____.

4.

pour

I am pouring the milk.

You are pouring the____.

He is pouring the ____.

5.

peel

I am peeling the cucumber .

You are peeling the____.

She is peeling the____.

6.

carve

I am carving the turkey.

You are carving the____.

He is carving the____.

7.

break
crack

I am breaking the egg.
I are cracking the egg.

You are breaking the ___.
You are cracking the___.

She is breaking the___.
She is cracking the ___.

8.

beat

I am beating the eggs.

You are beating the___.

He is beating the ___.

9

cut

I am cutting the onion.

You are cutting the ___.

She is cutting the ____.

10

slice

I am slicing the onion.

You are slicing the ____.

He is slicing the ____.

11

chop

I am chopping the___.

You are chopping the___.

She is chopping the ___.

12

steam

I am steaming the___.

You are steaming the___.

He is steaming the ___.

13

broil

I am broiling the ____.

You are broiling the____.

She is broiling the ___.

14

bake

I am baking the bread.

You are baking the___.

He is baking the ___.

15

fry

I am frying the potatoes.

You are frying the ___

She is frying the___.

16

boil

I am boiling the potatoes.

You are boiling the ____.

He is boiling the____.

peel

I am peeling the____.

You are peeling ____.

She is peeling the ___.

cook

I am cooking the food.

You are cooking the___.

He is cooking the ___.

wash

I am washing the dishes.

You are washing the____.

She is washing the___.

I am setting the table.

You are setting the ____.

He is setting the ____.

I am cleaning the kitchen.

You are cleaning the ___.

She is cleaning the ___.

I am eating the ____.

You are eating the ___.

He is eating the ____.

I am drinking the water.

You are drinking the ___?

She is drinking the ___?

set
clean
eat
drink

